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FIG. 5 
PRIOR ART 
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ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLE 
PROTECTION AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

This invention relates to assemblies for locating and 
Withdrawing electrical Wire and cable ends from places 
Where they have been brought during the preliminary con 
struction of a Wall before the studs in the Wall are covered. 
More particularly, it relates to a combination of a plaster ring 
and a plaster ring cover plate Which remain clipped together 
until the Wall has been ?nished; thereafter, the location of a 
Wall ?xture, such as an outlet, sWitch, telephone jack or the 
like, may be quickly located and identi?ed by the plaster 
ring cover plate. A Wire or cable end Within the Wall, 
previously tied to the plate, may be Withdrawn from the Wall 
Without damage to the Wire or cable, or the Wall, through the 
central aperture of the plaster ring by pulling the plaster ring 
cover plate off the plaster ring and draWing the Wire or cable 
end With it. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The Wire protecting ring described in US. Pat. No. 
6,608,252 addresses a related problem, namely, protecting 
electrical Wire ends in a junction box during the construction 
of a Wall. That patent recogniZes the need for protecting the 
Wire ends inside the Wall While the surface members of the 
Wall are being installed, namely, in this case, the Wallboards. 
The patent discloses a ring Which can be installed over an 
outlet box to identify the location of the box for the person 
Who installs the Wallboard sheets. The ring is intended to 
protect the Wire ends inside the box as a portion of the sheet 
over the box is cut aWay and removed. A panel in the center 
of the ring over the Wire ends closes a central aperture in the 
ring so that the cutting tool Which the Wallboard installer 
uses Will not damage the Wires. The panel is connected to the 
frame portion of the ring With links Which may be broken, 
and the panel thereafter removed, so that an electrician can 
get through the Wallboard to the interior of the box and grasp 
the Wire ends in order to pull them out and af?x them to a 
sWitch or other ?xture on the roomside surface of the 
Wallboard. 

Generally similar protective plates are illustrated in US. 
Pat. Nos. 6,166,329; 6,479,749; and 6,462,278. And in US. 
Pat. No. 6,403,883 a protective plate Which is nested into an 
electrical utility box utiliZes a spike Which points outWardly 
from the plate and pierces any covering put over the box in 
order to identify Where the box is. 

While these assemblies protect Wires Which have been 
brought into the utility boxes, none of them deal With What 
occurs When a Wallboard ?nisher closes the gaps betWeen 
the rough cut edges of the Wallboard around the box and the 
edges of the box itself With dryWall compound. Oftentimes 
the compound is inadvertently spread over the edges of the 
cover plate, making it dif?cult to ?nd and hard to retrieve 
any Wiring inside the box. Moreover, none of these patents 
deal With an installation in Which a utility box is not used, 
i.e., When the Wire or cable ends are simply left inside the 
Wall to be extracted later, assuming that they can be found, 
through a nondescript hole in the Wallboard left by the 
previous Workman, often Without identi?cation of the type 
of Wiring or the type of ?xture to be connected. 

The present invention solves these and other Wire and 
cable end retrieval problems. It provides means for quickly 
identifying the type of electrical installation to be placed at 
a particular location. And it provides means for quickly 
Withdrawing the Wire or cable ends from the Wall, Whether 
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2 
they are in a utility box or not, and eliminates having the 
ends covered With dried joint compound. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An electrical conductor retrieval assembly is disclosed for 
?nding and Withdrawing Wire and cable ends from places 
Where they have been brought temporarily inside a Wall 
construction. The assembly includes a Wall stud and a plaster 
ring ?stened to the stud. Opposed edge portions of the 
plaster ring de?ne an opening through the ring from inside 
the Wall. A plaster ring cover plate is also included Which is 
temporarily and removably engaged on the edge portions of 
the plaster ring. A hitch on the plaster ring cover plate 
provides a connection for the Wire or cable end to the cover 
plate. A bail or similar plate removal member may be 
attached to the plaster ring cover plate for pulling it off the 
plaster ring and draWing the Wire or cable ends attached to 
the hitch out of the Wall through the plaster ring. 
From the foregoing, and from What folloWs, it Will be 

apparent that the present invention solves the problems of 
?nding the cover plate, removing it from the Wall easily, 
identifying the type of ?xture for the location, pulling the 
Wire or cable out of the Wall readily and accessing it quickly 
by a simple disconnect from the plaster ring cover plate. 

Accordingly, it is one of the objects of this invention to 
provide an electrical conductor retrieval assembly for pull 
ing a Wire or cable end out of a Wall readily by connecting 
it to a plaster ring cover plate before the ?nishing members 
of the Wall are installed. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a cover 
plate for Withdrawing a Wire or cable end from inside a Wall 
Which is readily accessible despite excessive and indiscrimi 
nate applications of joint compound or other plastering 
compounds around the plaster ring on Which the cover plate 
is mounted. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a cover 
plate for Withdrawing a Wire or cable end from inside a Wall 
Which affords an easy identi?cation to an electrical ?xture 
installer of the type of Wiring at a particular location and of 
the intended ?xture. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a cover 
plate for Withdrawing a Wire or cable end from inside a Wall 
Which utiliZes a rapid disconnection of the Wire or cable 
from the cover plate once the Wire or cable is pulled out of 
the Wall. 

Other objects and features of this invention Will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art of designing, constructing 
and using plaster rings in Wall constructions from an exami 
nation of the folloWing detailed description of a preferred 
embodiment of this invention as Well as an examination of 
the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of the front face of a plaster 
ring cover plate embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of the rear face of the plaster 
ring cover plate shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional vieW of the plaster ring cover plate 
shoWn in FIG. 1, taken along line 3i3 in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW, partly broken aWay, of a prior 
art Wall construction shoWing a plaster ring and a nearby 
cable end; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional vieW of the prior art Wall construction 
shoWn in FIG. 4, taken along the line SiS in FIG. 4; 
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FIG. 6 is a perspective view, partly broken away, of the 
plaster ring cover plate shown in FIG. 1 with the end of a 
cable tied to it preparatory to being assembled onto a plaster 
ring; 

FIG. 7 is a perspective view, partly broken away, of the 
plaster ring cover plate shown in FIG. 6 with the end of a 
cable tied to it being pulled away from the plaster ring 
shown in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a sectional view, in perspective and partly 
broken away, of the plaster ring cover plate shown in FIG. 
1 assembled on a plaster ring and showing the plaster ring 
cover plate’s preassembly position in phantom; 

FIG. 9A is an enlarged view of a pre-assembly position of 
parts of the plaster ring cover plate and plaster ring shown 
in the circle labeled FIG. 9 in FIG. 8; 

FIG. 9B is an enlarged view of parts of the plaster ring 
cover plate and plaster ring shown in the circle labeled FIG. 
9 in FIG. 8 in assembled position; 

FIG. 10 is an enlarged view of assembled parts of the 
plaster ring cover plate and plaster ring shown in the circle 
labeled FIG. 10 in FIG. 8; 

FIG. 11 is a perspective view partly broken away of a pair 
of assembled plaster ring cover plates and plaster rings 
mounted on wall studs and having identi?cation labels 
adhesively attached to the front faces of the plaster ring 
cover plates; 

FIG. 12 is an enlarged plan view of the label shown in 
FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 is a view of several labels coded with different 
colors which may be used on the plaster ring cover plates 
shown in FIG. 11; 

FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a ?xture plate for an 
electrical connection on the room side of a wall showing the 
end of an electrical cable connector fastened into and 
protruding through an opening in the ?xture plate; 

FIG. 15 is an enlarged perspective view of a portion of the 
rear side of the ?xture plate of FIG. 14 showing attachment 
of the electrical cable connector to the ?xture plate; 

FIG. 16 is an enlarged portion of the electrical cable 
connector of FIG. 15 illustrating the openings in the con 
nector for receiving a plurality of conductor wire ends from 
the cable; 

FIG. 17 is an alternative form of plaster ring and plaster 
ring cover plate assembly embodying the present invention 
showing low voltage electrical wires tied to the plaster ring 
cover plate; 

FIG. 18 is a sectional view of the assembly shown in FIG. 
17, taken along the line 18i18 in FIG. 17, and showing the 
plaster ring cover plate being snapped into place on the 
plaster ring; 

FIG. 19 is an exploded view of a plaster ring and plaster 
ring cover plate embodying the present invention with low 
voltage wires engaged on the plaster ring cover plate which 
is arranged to be mounted onto a junction box in a wall; 

FIG. 20 is a perspective view of the assembly shown in 
FIG. 19; and 

FIG. 21 is a sectional view of the assembly shown in FIG. 
20, taken along the line 21i21 in FIG. 20. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A plaster ring cover plate 10 is shown by itself in FIGS. 
1*3. Riser edge portions 12, 14, 16 and 18 incorporate a 
height dimension into the plate, and planar member 20 spans 
the top of the plate, normally extending to at least two of the 
riser edge portions 12, 14, 16 and 18. Spring arms 22 and 24, 
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4 
fastened at their base ends 26 and 28, respectively, to top 
planar member 20, include curved distal ends 30 and 32 
which slidably snap onto and temporarily grasp an edge 
portion 34 of a plaster ring 36 (See FIGS. 8, 9A and 9B). 
Similar spring arms 38 and 40 are fastened at their base ends 
42 and 44, respectively, to the planar member 20 and have 
curved distal ends 46 and 48, respectively, which slidably 
clip over and temporarily grasp a second edge portion 50 of 
plaster ring 36 (See FIGS. 8 and 10). The spring arms 22 and 
24, and 38 and 40, thus temporarily engage and grasp the 
plaster ring and hold the plaster ring cover plate clipped onto 
the plaster ring. 
The planar member 20 has a rear face 52 arranged to 

confront the interior of the wall and a front face 54 arranged 
to face away from the wall construction. A removal member 
such as bail 56 is disposed on the planar member 20 and may 
be engaged in a recess such as 58 on the front face 54 of 
planar member 20 by inserting bent ends 60 of the bail into 
sockets 62 inside the recess 58. When so engaged, the bail 
56 may be laid ?at within the recess 58 to permit at least a 
substantial portion of the front face 54 to form a receiving 
portion of the planar member 20 on which a label 64 (See 
FIGS. 11, 12 and 13) may be adhesively placed facing away 
from the interior of the wall. Later, when the label 64 is 
removed, bail 56 may be easily grasped. A yoke portion 66 
of the bail may be lifted from recess 58, as shown in FIG. 
3, and provide a means for gripping the bail and pulling it 
in order to pull the cover plate 10 against the spring bias of 
arms 22 and 24 of the plaster ring 36. 
Whenever the plaster ring cover plate 10 is intended to be 

temporarily attached to a plaster ring having mounting tabs, 
such as the tabs 68 which include screw engagement holes 
70 (See FIG. 7), the planar member 20 may be provided with 
recessed front face portions 72 and 74 having apertures 76 
and 78, respectively. The apertures 76 and 78 are in regis 
tration with the screw engagement holes 70 in tabs 68 so that 
screws (not shown) may be inserted into the registered 
apertures and temporarily hold the plaster ring cover plate 
onto the plaster ring. The recessed front face portions 72 and 
74 maintain a level ?at surface on the front face 54 of the 
planar member for receiving a label 64. 

Alternatively, a plaster ring cover plate 80 (See FIGS. 17, 
18) which includes riser edge portions 82 and 84 and a 
planar member 86, as well as spring arms 88, 90, 92 and 94, 
may be provided with legs, such as legs 96 and 98 having 
feet 100 and 102. The feet include apertures 104 and 106 
which register with apertures 110 and 108 in tabs 114 and 
112, respectively, on a plaster ring 116. Screws (not shown) 
may be inserted into the registered apertures 104, 108 or 
106, 110 to further secure the plaster ring cover plate 80 to 
the plaster ring 116. 
The planar member 20 in the plaster ring cover plate 10 

is provided with a hitch 118 which has a wire or cable 
engagement portion 120. The end of an electrical wire or 
cable 124 may be fastened to the engagement portion 120 of 
hitch 118 and be held there adjacent the planar member 20. 
Engagement portion 120 preferably is a strip of the material 
forming the planar member 20 stretched and pressed 
inwardly toward the interior of an anticipated wall construc 
tion and leaving an aperture 122 through the planar member 
from the rear face 52 of the planar member to the front face 
54. The aperture 122 exposes engagement portion 120 of the 
hitch 118 so that the engagement portion is accessible from 
the front face 54 of the planar member. The end of wire or 
cable 124 (See FIG. 6) may be connected to the plate 10 by 
fastening it to the engagement portion 120 with a plastic tie 
126, although other means for fastening the wire or cable to 
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the hitch may be used. For example, the engagement portion 
120 may be designed as a clip or hook (not shoWn). 

Oftentimes, too, When the Wires are small enough to be 
quite supple, as the light voltage Wires 128 are in FIGS. 17 
and 18, they may be tied themselves to the engagement 
portion 130 of a hitch 132. Or they may be looped around 
a hitch portion on a plaster ring cover plate and connected 
to a succeeding Wiring segment With a tying, tWist connector 
as shoWn in FIGS. 19 and 21. 

In the form of cable-to-plate connection illustrated in 
FIGS. 6, 7, and 8, the plastic tie 126 is passed around the 
Wire or cable end 124, through aperture 122, and around the 
engagement portion 120 of the hitch 118. Using a plastic tie 
in this form of connection exposes a segment of the plastic 
tie in aperture 122 from the front side 54 of the plaster ring 
cover plate and permits an electrician or other installer to 
quickly snip the plastic tie 126 With his Wire clippers. In this 
manner a quick disconnection is accomplished Which dis 
engages the cover plate from the Wire or cable end after the 
installer has pulled the Wire or cable end out of the Wall With 
the cover plate (See FIG. 7). 

In prior art installations, as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, 
the early stages of constructing a Wall entailed bringing a 
Wire or cable end 134 to a point inside the Wall, usually near 
a stud 136, adjacent to a place Where a plaster ring 138 had 
been af?xed to the stud. Sometimes the Wires Were brought 
into a junction box 140, as illustrated in FIGS. 19 and 21. 
When surface members, usually Wallboards 142, Were fas 
tened to the studs, openings 144 had to be created around the 
raised plaster ring portions 146 in order to bring the Wall 
boards ?ush against the studs. The openings 144 Were also 
necessary to permit access through the plaster rings to the 
Wire and cable ends inside the Wall. But making the open 
ings 144 ?t around the raised plaster ring portions 146 
exactly and Without leaving a seam Was impossible. More 
over, When an opening 144 had to be made in the vicinity of 
a junction box into Which Wires had already been pulled, the 
Wires Were often damaged by a Wallboard installer’s knife or 
saW. 

Protective knock-out plates Were sometimes used in the 
central apertures of the plaster rings, attached to and sus 
pended on the raised plaster ring portions 146 as above 
described. The Wallboard openings 144 around the plaster 
rings Were usually ?lled With joint cement 148 up to the 
edges of the raised portions 146. The cement Was di?icult to 
control. When protective plates Were used, the joint cement 
often sealed the edges of the plates to the plaster rings. When 
protective plates Were not used in the central openings of the 
plaster rings, joint cement often spilled inside the plaster 
rings, sometimes coating the Wire ends and, in any event, 
making it dif?cult for a ?xture installer to ?sh through a 
plaster ring and pull the Wire ends out in order to connect a 
?xture. 

As described above, the present invention makes With 
draWal of the Wire and cable ends rapid and easy for an 
electrical ?xture installer. Instead of leaving a Wire or cable 
end inside a Wall as it is being constructed someWhere in the 
vicinity of the place Where a ?xture is to be installed When 
the Wall is ?nished and painted, as the Wire or cable end 134 
is in FIGS. 4 and 5, the present invention is utiliZed by 
draWing a Wire or cable end 124 out of the Wall through the 
central aperture 150 of a plaster ring and attaching that end 
124 to a hitch such as the hitch 118. Thereafter the plaster 
ring cover plate 10 bearing hitch 118 With the Wire or cable 
end 124 attached, is temporarily and removably engaged on 
the edge portions of a plaster ring. 
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6 
A preferable manner of temporarily attaching the plaster 

ring cover plate to a plaster ring is illustrated in FIGS. 8*10. 
The distal ends 46 and 48 of spring arms 38 and 40 are 
hooked over edge portions such as edge 50 of the plaster 
ring, and then the distal ends 30 and 32 of spring arms 22 
and 24 are clipped onto edge portions such as edged 34 of 
the plaster ring. In FIG. 9A, the directional arroW 152 
indicates the movement toWard edge 34 Which arm 22 takes 
during engagement of arm 22 on edge 34, and directional 
arroW 154 indicates the movement of arm 22 during engage 
ment to accommodate passage of arm 22 onto edge 34. FIG. 
9B illustrates the engaged position of arm 22 on edge 34. 
Beginning With the position of the plaster ring cover plate 
shoWn in phantom in FIG. 8, movement of the cover plate 
in the direction of arroW 156 brings the spring arms 38 and 
40, and also spring arms 22 and 24, into their engagements 
on the edges of the plaster ring shoWn in FIGS. 8, 9A, 9B 
and 10. 
Removal of cover plate 10 from plaster ring 36 is accom 

plished, as shoWn in FIG. 7, by grasping the bail 56 on the 
plaster ring cover plate 10 and pulling it aWay from the 
plaster ring 36 in the direction indicated by arroW 158. As 
the plate 10 is pulled aWay from the plaster ring, tie 126 
attached to the hitch 118 pulls the Wire or cable end 124 
through central aperture 150 in the plaster ring and out of the 
Wall. There a ?xture installer can quickly disengage the plate 
10 from the Wire or cable end 124, as by clipping tie 126, and 
then af?x end 124 to the electrical ?xture intended for that 
location. 
One form of such an electrical ?xture is illustrated in 

FIGS. 14*16. An installation plate 160 contains a cable 
connecting socket 162. A cable connector 164, having a 
plurality of electrical conductor receiving members 166, 
includes an installation plate connector block 168 Which 
snaps into engagement With the edges of socket 162. A 
?xture installer preparing to use the end of a cable With 
draWn from inside a Wall at the location Where the instal 
lation plate 160 is intended to go can quickly and easily 
disconnect a plaster ring cover plate from the cable end as 
above described, connect the ends of the conductor Wires 
inside the cable to the connector 164, snap the block 168 into 
place in the socket 162 and a?ix the installation plate, With 
the connection completed, onto the room side of the Wall. No 
time is Wasted looking for a cable end Within the Wall or 
uncovering a cable from a hardened mass of joint com 
pound. 

In the application shoWn in FIGS. 19*21, loW voltage 
Wires 170 and 172 may be pulled through a conduit 174 into 
junction box 140, and, instead of being tied in a knot 176 
around hitch 132 as shoWn in FIGS. 17 and 18, they may be 
looped through a hitch 178 on plaster ring cover plate 180, 
as shoWn in FIGS. 19 and 21, and joined With tWist con 
nectors 182 and 184 to a further pair of loW voltage Wires 
186 and 188 Which have been pulled into the junction box 
140 through conduit 190. When the Wires 172, 174 have 
been connected to Wires 186, 188 in this manner, as shoWn 
in FIG. 19, the plaster ring 192 and the plaster ring cover 
plate 180 on Which the Wires are engaged are assembled on 
the junction box 140 as shoWn in FIG. 20. The connected 
Wires are stuffed inside the junction box as shoWn in FIG. 
21. 

ScreWs 194 and 196 may be used to hold the entire 
assembly together, as shoWn in FIGS. 19*21, or may only be 
used to hold the plaster ring onto the junction box (not 
shoWn). In either assembly, the plaster ring cover plate 180 
is temporarily and removably engaged on the plaster ring, as 
above described, so that a ?xture installer can remove the 
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cover plate quickly and pull the wires from the junction box 
as he draws the cover plate away from the plaster ring. 
When various electrical systems are to be installed in a 

building, it is very helpful to a ?xture installer to know 
which locations match the various systems without having to 
refer to a series of diagrams. For example, the plaster rings 
36 on the studs 136 in FIG. 11 may or may not support the 
same voltage system. Further, when there are various loca 
tions to install ?xtures in a room, or a series of rooms, it is 
helpful and time saving to see all of the locations quickly. 
Accordingly, the plaster ring cover plate 10 may be provided 
with an adhesively mounted label 64 printed in an eye 
catching color to facilitate ?nding a particular ?xture loca 
tion. The colors can be varied, to match the number of 
systems being installed, i.e., computer locations, high and 
low voltage lighting, appliances and the like. FIG. 13 
illustrates a variety of labels in colors, 64A, 64B and 64C. 
Still other information can be conveyed about the ?xture 
installations by way of directions printed on the labels. 

It is evident from the preceding disclosure that even 
though particular forms of the invention have been illus 
trated and described, still, various modi?cations can be 
made without departing from the true spirit and scope of the 
invention. No limitations on the invention are intended, and 
its true scope is set forth in the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. An electrical conductor retrieval assembly for ?nding 

and withdrawing wire and cable ends from places where 
they have been brought temporarily inside a wall construc 
tion comprising: 

a wall stud, 
a plaster ring fastened to the stud having opposed edge 

portions de?ning an opening through the ring from 
inside the wall, 

a plaster ring cover plate, 
spring biased arms on the plaster ring cover plate engag 

ing the edge portions of the plaster ring and holding the 
plaster ring cover plate clipped onto the plaster ring, 
and 

a hitch on the plaster ring cover plate forming a connec 
tion for joining the wire or cable end to the plate. 

2. The retrieval assembly of claim 1 in which a plate 
removal member is disposed on the plaster ring cover plate 
for disengaging the cover plate from the plaster ring in a 
direction away from the wall. 

3. The retrieval assembly of claim 2 in which the removal 
member is a bail. 

4. The retrieval assembly of claim 1 in which a tying 
member holds the wire or cable end to the hitch. 

5. The retrieval assembly of claim 4 in which the plaster 
ring cover plate includes a rear face disposed toward the 
interior of the wall and a front face disposed away from the 
wall, and the hitch extends from the rear face of the plate 
toward the interior of the wall. 

6. The retrieval assembly of claim 1 which includes a 
label receiving surface portion facing outwardly from the 
wall and a label disposed on the label receiving portion. 

7. The retrieval assembly of claim 6 which includes a 
color coded label adhesively af?xed on the label receiving 
portion of the plaster ring cover plate. 

8. The retrieval assembly of claim 1 in which the plaster 
ring is fastened to an electrical junction box on the stud. 
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9. The retrieval assembly of claim 1 in which the plaster 

ring cover plate includes riser edge portions and a planar 
member joining at least two of the riser edge portions. 

10. A plaster ring cover plate comprising: 
a planar member, 
spring biased arms on the planar member extending 

outwardly therefrom and arranged to engage and grasp 
a plaster ring in a wall construction; and 

a hitch on the planar member having a wire or cable 
engagement portion connectable to the end of an elec 
trical wire or cable in a wall construction for holding 
that end adjacent to the planar member. 

11. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 10 in which a 
removal member is disposed upon the planar member for 
disengaging the cover plate from the plaster ring. 

12. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 11 in which the 
removal member is a bail. 

13. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 10 in which the 
planar member has a rear face arranged to confront the 
interior of a wall construction and a front face arranged to 
face away from the wall construction, the hitch extending 
from the rear face of the planar member toward the interior 
of the wall construction. 

14. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 13 in which the 
planar member includes an aperture extending from the rear 
face to the front face of the planar member and exposing a 
wire or cable connecting portion of the hitch on the front 
face of the planar member. 

15. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 10 in which the 
planar member includes a label receiving surface portion 
facing away from the interior of the wall construction and a 
label disposed on the label receiving surface portion. 

16. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 15 which 
includes a color coded label adhesively af?xed on the label 
receiving surface portion. 

17. The plaster ring cover plate of claim 10 which 
includes riser edge portions and a planar member joining at 
least two of the riser edge portions. 

18. An electrical conductor retrieval assembly for ?nding 
and withdrawing wire and cable ends from places where 
they have been brought temporarily inside a wall construc 
tion comprising: 

a wall stud, 
a plaster ring fastened to the stud having opposed edge 

portions de?ning an opening through the ring from 
inside the wall, 

a plaster ring cover plate temporarily and removably 
engaged on the edge portions of the plaster ring and 
having a rear face disposed toward the interior of the 
wall and a front face disposed away from the wall, 

a hitch on the plaster ring cover plate forming a connec 
tion for joining the wire or cable end to the plate and 
extending from the rear face of the plate toward the 
interior of the wall, 

a tying member holding the wire or cable end to the hitch, 
and 

an aperture formed in the cover plate adjacent the hitch 
extending from the rear face to the front face of the 
plate and exposing a portion of the tying member on the 
front face of the plate. 

* * * * * 


